We discuss existence and regularity of bounded variation solutions of the Dirichlet problem for the one-dimensional capillarity-type equation
Introduction and statements
Let us consider the Dirichlet problem for the capillarity equation div ∇u/ 1 + |∇u| 2 = cu in B r , u = g on ∂B r ,
where B r is an open ball of radius r > 0 in R N , c > 0 and g : ∂B r → R. The following result of Serrin [25, p. 477 ] is classical. Theorem 1.1. Let N ≥ 2 and c > 0 be given. Then, for each L > 0 there exists R > 0 such that for every r ∈ ]0, R[ and every g ∈ C 2 (∂B r ), with g ∞ ≤ L, problem (1) has a unique solution u ∈ C 2 (B r ).
Aside from its own relevance, this result, or some extensions of its based on the same argument as in [25] , has played a relevant role in the literature, because it has often been used as a technical tool to prove the regularity of solutions of problems involving the prescribed mean curvature operator (see, e.g., [8, 9, 10] ).
It is quite easy to see that a result similar to Theorem 1.1 does not hold in dimension N = 1. 
has no solution u ∈ C 2 (] − r, r[) ∩ C 0 ([−r, r]). Indeed, if u were such a solution, then there should exist t 0 ∈ ] − r, r[ such that u(t 0 ) = 1 and u(t) > 1 in ]t 0 , r]. Integrating the equation in (2) and using the boundary conditions, together with the assumption r ∈ ]0, 2[, would yield 1 = u(r) − u(t 0 ) < 2(r − t 0 ) − (r − t 0 ) 2 , which is a contradiction.
On the other hand, Theorem 1 in [19] implies the existence of a solution u ∈ BV (−r, r) of the Dirichlet problem 
for any given a, b, c, r ∈ R, with c, r > 0. Namely, it follows from [19] that the functional
has a unique global minimizer in BV (−r, r). In (4) we set, for any v ∈ BV (−r, r), for all v ∈ BV (−r, r): this is what is generally meant by a bounded variation solution u of (3) (see, e.g., [14, 15, 18, 22] ).
In the light of Example 1.1, a bounded variation solution u cannot generally be expected to be a classical solution of (3), i.e., u ∈ C 2 (] − r, r[) ∩ C 0 ([−r, r]) and satisfies the equation in ] − r, r[ and the boundary conditions in the pointwise sense. Nevertheless, adapting to this setting an argument from [7] , it is possible to prove the interior regularity of u, i.e., u ∈ C 2 (] − r, r[). Such an approach relies on some deep results proved in [16] and however requires some estimates whose obtention is quite delicate even in the one-dimensional case.
It should be therefore preferable to devise a more direct and elementary proof, which might also provide more information. This is obtained here by facing the question from a rather different perspective. Indeed, we show a connection between regularity of solutions and regularity of the zero set of the right-hand side of the equation: a fact that seems to have never been explicitly pointed out before. As a consequence, we get a result which yields the interior regularity of bounded variation solutions of the Dirichlet problem for the generalized capillarity equation
where, e.g., f ∈ C 1 ([−r, r]×R) is strictly increasing with respect to the second variable. We also provide a precise description of the boundary behaviour of such solutions, depending on whether they attain or not the prescribed boundary conditions. Similarly to the above, a bounded variation solution of (5) is a function u ∈ BV (−r, r) such that f (·, u) ∈ L 1 (−r, r) and
for all v ∈ BV (−r, r). Note that this is equivalent to saying that u is a global minimizer of the functional
For later use, we also introduce the functional
where
These definitions make sense if the following condition is assumed:
e., for a.e. t ∈ [−r, r], f (t, ·) : R → R is continuous, for every s ∈ R, f (·, s) : [−r, r] → R is measurable, and, for each R > 0, there exists ρ ∈ L 1 (−r, r) such that |f (t, s)| ≤ ρ(t) for a.e. t ∈ [−r, r] and every s ∈ [−R, R].
Note that a bounded variation solution of (5) is a subcritical point of I in the sense of convex analysis. 
i.e., for every ε > 0 there exists s ε > 0 such that, for a.e. t ∈ [−r, r] and
and
, which is of class C 1 in its proper domain, such that, for every t ∈ [−r, r] and s ∈ R, f (t, s) < 0, if s < γ(t), and f (t, s) > 0, if s > γ(t).
Then, for any given a, b ∈ R, problem (5) has a bounded variation solution u, which is a global minimizer of the functional I in BV (−r, r). Moreover, u ∈ W 1,1 (−r, r)∩C 
Assumption (h 2 ) expresses an asymptotic control on the interaction of f with the first eigenvalue 1 r of the minus 1-Laplace operator −(sgn(u )) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in [−r, r], as it has been defined in [6] . For semilinear elliptic problems a similar assumption has been introduced in [17] as a generalization of the classical Hammerstein condition [13] . It is easy to see that, if (h 2 ) fails, the solvability of (5) is not guaranteed. (5), with f (t, s) = λ in [−r, r] × R, has no bounded variation solution. Indeed, if u ∈ BV (−r, r) were such a solution, i.e., a global minimizer of the functional K u defined by (7), we would get
as k → +∞, which is a contradiction. Assumption (h 3 ) does not require any monotonicity on the function f , however it holds if some regularity and monotonicity conditions are assumed, in such a way that the implicit function theorem applies.
and (h 2 ). Then, for any given a, b ∈ R, problem (5) has a unique bounded variation solution u, which is the global minimizer of the functional I in BV (−r, r). Moreover, (8) and (9) hold.
However there are cases where assumption (h 3 ) can be easily checked, even by direct inspection, although (h 5 ) fails. This happens for instance whenever the zero set of f can be explicitly determined, due to the special structure of f , e.g., if
Needless to say that (h 3 ) holds if f has a definite sign; in this case a regularity result for positive solutions of (5) has been proved implicitly in [2, 3] (see also [12, 20] for related results). Theorem 1.2 will be obtained as the consequence of the following two statements, which may have an independent interest.
The first result yields the existence and the approximability of a bounded variation solution of (5), assuming (h 2 ) and replacing (h 1 ) with the condition
Proposition 1.4. Assume (h 6 ) and (h 2 ). Then, for any given a, b ∈ R, problem (5) has a bounded variation solution u, which is a global minimizer of the functional I in BV (−r, r). Moreover, there exist sequences (ε n ) n in R + 0 and (u n ) n in W 2,p (−r, r), satisfying, for each n,
and lim
The second statement is a regularity result for bounded variation solutions of (5), which can be approximated by solutions of the regularized problems (10) . A local and weakened version of (h 3 ), as expressed by (h 7 ) below, suffices to reach the conclusion. Actually (h 7 ) might be further weakened requiring that γ ± possess finite Dini derivatives at any point of their proper domains; however, we do not discuss this topic here. Proposition 1.5. Assume (h 1 ). Let u ∈ BV (−r, r) be a bounded variation solution of (5) such that there exist sequences (ε n ) n in R + 0 and (u n ) n in W 2,p (−r, r), for some p > 1, satisfying (10), (11) , (12) , and (13) . Let M > 0 be such that
and suppose that
, which are of class C 1 in their respective proper domains, such that, for every t ∈ [−r, r] and (8) and (9) hold.
In particular we get the following local regularity result. Corollary 1.6. Assume (h 0 ). Let u ∈ BV (−r, r) be a non-constant bounded variation solution of (5) . Suppose that
Then, u ∈ W 1,1 (−r, r)∩C (8) and (9) hold. Corollary 1.6, or minor variants of its, applies in particular to the study of regularity and boundary behaviour of bounded variation solutions of (5) in the presence of lower and upper solutions (see [21] for a description of the method of lower and upper solutions for (5) in the setting of bounded variation functions). Moreover, it can be used for proving the regularity of bounded variation solutions of other boundary value problems associated with the equation in (5). These topics are discussed elsewhere (see [4, 23] ).
Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1.4. This proof is divided into three steps.
Step 1. A positive definite homogeneous form. As usual we set, for v ∈ BV (−r, r), 
which is a contradiction. Therefore we have that either v = a.e. in [−r, r].
In order to conclude the proof of the claim we suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a sequence (v n ) n in BV (−r, r) such that, for each n,
Possibly passing to a subsequence, (v n ) n converges in L 1 (−r, r) to some v ∈ BV (0, T ). Recall that the functional which sends v ∈ BV (−r, r) onto r −r |Dv| + |v(−r + )| + |v(r + )| is lower semicontinuous with respect to the L 1 -convergence [11] . Hence, using the properties of ϕ, in combination with (15) and (16) Thus the claim is proved.
Step 2. A regularized problem. Take a sequence (ε n ) n in R + 0 with lim n→+∞ ε n = 0. Consider, for each n, the regularized problem
and the associated functional I n : C → R defined by
Note that C is closed and convex in H 1 (−r, r) and therefore weakly closed. By (h 1 ) I n is weakly lower semicontinuous. Moreover, by (h 2 ), using Step 1, we see that I n is bounded from below. Indeed, there exists ρ ∈ L 1 (−r, r) such that, for a.e. t ∈ [−r, r] and every s ∈ R, F (t, s) ≥ −(ϕ(t) + δ 2 )|s| + ρ(t) and hence, for every v ∈ C,
Fix n and let (v k ) k be a minimizing sequence for I n in C. By (19) we see that (v k ) k is bounded in H 1 (−r, r). Accordingly, there exists a subsequence of (v k ) k , we still denote by (v k ) k , which is weakly convergent to some u n . Note that, by the weak closedness of C, u n ∈ C. The weak lower semicontinuity of I n finally yields
Note that, setting σ(t) = a + b−a 2r (t + r) for t ∈ [−r, r], we have by (19) 
Hence we get sup n u n W 1,1 < +∞ and, in particular,
It is easy to verify that each u n satisfies r −r
for every w ∈ H 1 0 (−r, r). Hence u n ∈ W 2,p (−r, r) is a (strong) solution of (18).
Step 3. Convergence of the approximation scheme. Set q = p p−1 > 1. As the sequence (u n ) n is bounded in W 1,1 (−r, r), possibly passing to a subsequence we still denote by (u n ) n , it converges in L q (−r, r) and a.e. in [−r, r] to a function u ∈ BV (−r, r). Let us prove that u is a bounded variation solution of (5). Fix n and pick z ∈ C. Take w = z − u n ∈ H 1 0 (−r, r) as a test function in (21) . By convexity, we get
Since we have, by the lower semicontinuity of J with respect to the L 1 -convergence [11] ,
and, using (20) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem,
we conclude that
Now, take v ∈ BV (−r, r). By the approximation property in BV (−r, r) [1, p. 491, p. 498], there exists a sequence (z k ) k in C such that lim
i.e., u is a bounded variation solution of (5). Moreover, letting n → +∞ in (22), we get
for every z ∈ C, and therefore, by the same approximation procedure used before,
for every v ∈ BV (−r, r). Taking v = u as a test function in (24), we conclude that
On the other hand, as u n is a minimizer of I n in C, we have
for every v ∈ C. Letting n → +∞ in (25) and arguing as above, we get
for every v ∈ BV (−r, r), i.e., u is a minimizer of I in BV (−r, r).
Proof of Proposition 1.5. This proof is divided into two steps.
Step 1. Interior regularity. Let us denote by E ± the proper domains of γ ± , respectively. Let us setẼ
Fix ε ∈ ]0, r[ and pick any u n from the sequence (u n ) n approximating u.
Claim. For every t ∈ [−r + ε, r − ε],
Proof of the claim. Fix t ∈ [−r + ε, r − ε]. We distinguish three cases.
Assume first that α = −r and β = r. We have, by (14) ,
for some ξ ∈ ] − r, −r + ε[, and hence, as u n is decreasing in [α, β],
Similarly we see that −2M ≤ u n (r − ε)ε.
Using again the monotonicity of u n , we obtain
Assume next that α > −r and β = r.
in a right neighbourhood of α. This implies that u n (α) ≤γ − (α). Since u n is decreasing, arguing as above we obtaiñ
A similar argument is used to prove that
, if we assume that α = −r and β < r, or to prove that
, if we assume that α > −r and β < r.
(ii) Let [α, β], with α < β and t ∈ [α, β], be a maximal interval contained in [−r, r], such that u n (τ ) > 0 in ]α, β[. We repeat the argument used in (i) to prove that
(iii) Let t ∈ [−r, r] be a limit point of zeroes of u n . This implies that either • there exists a sequence (t k ) k , with lim
Assume in the former case that u n (t k ) =γ − (t k ) for all k. A similar argument works if u n (t k ) =γ + (t k ) for all k. We have, by (14) , t ∈Ẽ − and u n (t) =γ − (t). Thus we conclude that u n (t) =γ − (t) and therefore
In the latter case the following situations may occur. If λ = −r and µ = r, then
ε . If λ = −r and µ < r, then u n (µ) =γ − (µ), or u n (µ) =γ + (µ). Suppose that u n (µ) = γ − (µ). A similar argument applies if u n (µ) =γ + (µ). If µ is the left endpoint of an interval where u n (τ ) < 0, then from (i) we infer that
If there is a sequence (t k ) k , with lim k→+∞ t k = µ and t k > µ for all k, such that u n (t k ) = γ − (t k ) for all k, then arguing as above we deduce that
In any case we conclude that
If λ > −r and µ ≤ r, then the previous argument yields (26) again. This concludes the proof of the claim. (18) we obtain, by the claim and by (14) ,
. By Arzelà-Ascoli theorem we infer that, possibly passing to a subsequence we still denote by (u n ) n , the sequence (u n ) n converges to u in C 1 ([−r + ε, r − ε]). From (18) we derive that u ∈ C 2 ([−r + ε, r − ε]) and fulfills the equation in (5) in [−r + ε, r − ε]. As ε ∈ ]0, r[ is arbitrary, we conclude that u ∈ C 2 (] − r, r[) and u satisfies the equation in (5) in ] − r, r[. Furthermore, as (u n ) n converges pointwise to u in ] − r, r[, by (14) we conclude that u ∞ < M too. Note that u ∈ BV (−r, r) ∩ C 2 (] − r, r[) and hence u ∈ W 1,1 (−r, r) ∩ C 2 (] − r, r[).
Step 2. Boundary behaviour. We know that u ∈ C and −r < s k+1 < t k < s k < r and
for all k. Clearly we have −r ∈Ẽ + ∩Ẽ − andγ − (−r) = u(−r) =γ + (−r). Let us prove thatγ − (−r) =γ + (−r) too. For each k we set
Therefore we conclude thatγ − (−r) =γ + (−r). We finally prove that there exists u (−r) = lim 
If t belongs to a maximal interval [ν, ξ] where u (τ ) ≤ 0, theñ
If u changes sign in any neighbourhood of t, thenγ + (t) = u(t) =γ − (t) and
From these estimates we get the conclusion. Notice that u (−r) is finite in this case.
This concludes the proof of the claim. Proof of Claim 2. We only prove the former conclusion, as the latter one follows in a similar way. Assume, by contradiction, that u(−r) = a and u (−r) ∈ R. Note that u n is the solution of the Cauchy problem
and u is the solution of the Cauchy problem
By the continuous dependence on parameters and initial conditions, which follows from (h 1 ), we get the contradiction a = lim n→+∞ u n (−r) = u(−r) = a.
Hence we conclude that, if u(−r) = a, then u (−r) = −∞, or u (−r) = +∞. We shall prove now that, in case u(−r) < a, we have u (−r) = −∞, while, in case u(−r) > a, we have u (−r) = +∞.
• Assume u(−r) < a. Indeed, otherwise −r ∈ E − , the proper domain of γ − , u(−r) = γ − (−r) and u (−r) = γ − (−r) ∈ R: a contradiction. Therefore we get u(t) < γ − (t) in ] − r, −r + ε].
Possibly further reducing ε > 0, we can also assume that u(−r + ε) < a, u (−r + ε) > 0, and u(−r + ε) < inf
The last condition follows from (14) , by the continuity of u and γ − , if γ − (−r) ≥ M . Whereas, if γ − (−r) < M , then −r ∈ E − , the proper domain of γ − , and hence γ − (−r) is finite. As u (−r) = +∞, we have u(−r) < γ − (−r) and then (27) follows, by the continuity of u and γ − again. Since γ − for all large n. As u n (−r+ε) < 0, we easily see that the largest left neighbourhood of −r+ε where u n (t) < 0 is precisely [−r, −r + ε]. Therefore u n is increasing in [−r, −r + ε] and, hence, u n (−r) < a, which is a contradiction. Thus we have proved that u (−r) = −∞.
• Assume u(−r) > a. A similar argument shows that u (−r) = +∞. This concludes the proof of the claim. Since, by definition off , u is a solution of (28) as well, we conclude, by uniqueness, that u = z.
